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Lumber tycoon 2 money making guide maps

What you need to do first is I know it's obvious, but most of the basics are right there. Once you get the axe, chop a tree (preferably oak) and get cash. Get Lava wood. Get the fair sawmil. It's a great axe and it'll speed your stuff up. It's a great wood with mostly thin logs that are easy to farm. The method of farming ice wood is usually longer than lava
wood, but it's worth to pay your patience. His MPM was 287.) Time spent to get the plank will not count, since I already have one that I use, and I typically reuse the same plank infinitely. Start farming gold wood. Here's what does and doesn't deduct time: Deducts Time Wood spilling due to glitching, stopping to talk to friends, stopping to blacklist
people Doesn't Deduct Time Wood spilling due to bad driving, waiting for the Ferry, waiting for the Bridge Conclusion That's all I've ever wanted to tell you about making money fast. This starts you out on your intermediate journey in Lumber Tycoon 2. DON'T BE THAT GUY. It's usually pretty cheap, ranging from prices of 2k - 6k, most expensive
being 10k. When cutting trees, there is a specific cliff side where it is slippery, so one can throw the trees off, and they should land near the Winter Cabin. I am also aware that you can get Gold Wood and Zombie Wood using long planks. I'm glad I did it, though, because I started with $16 and finished with $50,000+. I got 1,600 cash! Buy the Fair
Sawmill. The leaves of this tree have the Roblox glass texture and due to this, other Frost Wood leaves cannot be seen through another Frost Tree's leaves. Characteristics The log's exterior consists of smooth white bark. Now that you've got the essentials of the game, rinse and repeat the lava wood farming process! Build your base! Make automatic
wood chopping setups! Buy and sell various limited edition products in the game! For instance, gifts, rare axes, etc. This is the most expensive commonly obtainable wood in the game, so if a player is looking to get money but doesn't want to risk going up the volcano, this is a very good choice. FARM EVEN MORE LAVA WOOD! Advanced stages of the
game! Get large trailers/531 Haulers. Lava Wood Farming Tips! Save up to 19,000 cash! I got 19,000 cash! Get the Val's All-Purpose Hauler! This'll get you to the awesome advanced stages of the game. MPM Calculation Formula [Money Earned/Time in 100ths of seconds]x6,000=MPM (MPM=Money Per Minute and is rounded to nearest integer)
Time Deductions Some things that take time are deducted from total time, others aren't. Have fun getting millions! Buy and sell various products, including limited edition ones. Please note that Palm Wood, Spook Wood, Sinister Wood, and Phantom Wood were not tested here, due to their inaccessibility without the use of glitches or miraculous luck.
The rock bridge is intended for player characters. Get the Sawmax 02. Get the Shabby Sawmill. Credits: All those who made those wonderful photos. Use your truck and fair sawmill to farm this efficiently. View source Frost Wood, commonly referred to as Ice Wood, is the only type of wood that grows at the Taiga Peak, added into the game on May
13th, 2018. I am currently in the process of round 2, where I try to carry home as much wood as physically possible. Get Gold wood. I did not test these in Round 1 because I knew it would take too long. So here's a shot at explaining what's going on here. It is also recommended to transport it in large pieces of wood so you have to stop less to drag the
wood back into the car, as this can lead to massive time consumption for harvesting. Here's the steps without any detail. The Silver Axe! Optional: get a small trailer on this process. For me I got 60k cash for less than on hour by farming ice wood (I made for myself an automatic sawmil so my farming time always cuts by 1/5). On a side note, I used an
End Times Axe for all the tests except the one where I collected Lava Wood with a Fire Axe. After that, chop a few more trees until you get to 130 cash. Note that the path leading to the Taiga Peak has some snow on it, and it might obscure cliffs or drops, so be careful when driving. When driving to the Taiga Peak, the player will encounter a small
bridge-like structure which is hard to pass when using a vehicle. The leaves of the tree grow very similarly to the leaves of the Lava Wood tree. This is the most essential part of the game and you can't do almost anything without it. I will test these in Round 2. Also, I would like to point out that I used a rather unusual strategy for my Lava Wood tests.
People who farm for the lava wood: OMG YOU HAVE TO TEST THIS OUT!!! 30K IN LESS THAN ONE HO- People who farm for the golden wood: Nah try my method instead, 45k for just an hour. All of you guys for creating and being in this this wonderful Wikia! JakesRevenge • 24 November 2016 • User blog:JakesRevenge Wood Type Time
Consumed Money Earned Money Per Minute Oak Wood 0:25:03.25 $2,158 $86 Cherry Wood 0:16:15.38 $2,555 $157 Elm Wood 0:15:10.41 $1,935 $128 Birch Wood 0:23:59.08 $3,971 $166 Walnut Wood 0:18:32.45 $3,192 $172 Coniferous Wood 0:26:47.07 $3,973 $148 Koa Wood 0:44:54.00 $7,282 $162 Lava Wood (With Fire Axe) 0:17:43.92 $9,919
$559 Lava Wood (Without Fire Axe) 0:16:23.47 $8,040 $491 Cavecrawler Wood 1:10:37.37 $8,680 $123 Zombie Wood (Via Rock Bridge) 0:42:25.41 $6,110 $144 Zombie Wood (Via Safari Mountain Passage) 0:51:45.41 $7,458 $144 Gold Wood (Via Rock Bridge) 0:59:16.79 $11,119 $188 Gold Wood (Via Safari Mountain Passage) 0:35:55.38 $7,682
$214 This was probably my most time-consuming project of them all. Put it on your land. FARM EVEN MORE LAVA WOOD! What next? Try this tactic out: when you're bringing the tree to the dropoff, put the trunk first into the funnel. Many Jakes died to bring you this information. Chop more (oak) trees and repeat until you get 1,600 cash. Newbie
only knows how to get the birch wood: What are you guys talking about? It is recommended that one leave their vehicles here and walk the rest of the way up as there is a high possibility of them falling and landing upside-down or getting stuck on the edge. Buy a truck, get the shabby sawmill. In the Changelog, Defaultio wrote "Let's get icy" to mark

its addition and to bring players to the Taiga. The truck and sawmill is what matters. The Shabby Sawmill! Use the truck to transport your oak wood to the wood dropoff! Save up to 550. Even after filling in blueprints, the wood will maintain its slippery qualities. However, this money-making method is quite time-consuming. Remove the sign and SELL
IT. There are no more requirements; it's now at your free will to decide what to do. Just mention your edit on the comments below. Get a large trailer. TL;DR/Quick Summary Buy the best sawmill and the best truck and everything else will fall into place. Put your oak wood in it and you'll earn cash faster. Optional: get a small trailer. Hello there! I am
legofries, and I'll be teaching you all you need to know to get the best out of the game. The expert stages of the game concern getting hundreds of thousands to millions of cash from frequently buying and selling products. This tree's growth patterns appear to be a similar manner to Oak trees, except more erratic Harvesting Frost Wood can be
harvested from Taiga Peak. Base building, automatic wood machinery, and making your beautiful house: all that isn't necessary. Get another large trailer. Basic/starter stage! Start out with what the tutorial says. If any of you want to edit this, you may go ahead. Too lazy to read everything? Click me! Keep in mind that this purely optional. After
buying land, sell this thing. I got 400 cash from the sign! Buy a truck spawner. I got 15,500 cash! Use the astounding amount of cash in the best sawmill in the game, the Sawmax 02! Start farming LAVA WOOD! Try getting a fire axe from someone. I then milled the wood and sold it to the Wood Dropoff. Get the silver axe. See the guide here.
Intermediate stage! The Fair Sawmill! Start farming Birch Wood, or in other words, that white mountain wood. I don't know why I had to type this, but some people just skip the tutorial and click everything and smash their keyboards to find out what they need to know. Try buying a fireaxe from someone if you can. Farm even more Lava wood. I
expect this to take around 90 minutes for the full test. However, in the interior, it sports an ocean blue color with the Roblox ice texture. BUY THE STARTER AXE. He merely got his planks, went to the Cave, got one tree, and went home. Procedure I took a Val's All-Purpose Hauler full of wood and took it to my sawmills. Specifically, this guide will
teach you how to get money quickly and what has to be bought first before anything else. The small truck of glory! Go to your land. If you have good friends who have gone far into the game, ask them for 2,000 cash so you can skip directly to the intermediate stage of the game. It seems that the fastest way is collecting Lava Wood, whether you have a
Fire Axe or not. Farm Birch wood. For test 1, I threw the wood in randomly and repeated until my truck could hold no more. You're done with the game! Expand your horizons even more by making awesome bases, stacking up on cash/limited items, or maybe even automatic wood farming setups. As with all trees, the speed at which one may harvest
the tree is related to the strength of the axe the player is using. This will make the trunk disappear, making the branches fall out, speeding the process up. The tree you should cut as a starter. One will need dynamite to clear up the boulders blocking the entrance to the Taiga. Got good friends? Farm up to, sadly, 15,500 cash. It's your choice! Be free!
Dude. Buy land, sell the sign. Be free! It's now your choice; the game is at its peak and you may do whatever you wish. The procedure will be to position my truck at the base of the Mountainside and plank up to the Rock Bridge Cave. (This is different from the strategy used by ImaFlyNmidget. BE SMART. People who farm for the phantom wood: It's
not impossible you could try! Just an end time axe, an box of eye, 300 cash, a lot of dynamite,... just be less than 5 hours :))))) People who farm ice wood (me): haha dynamite goes boooooooom Also I want to convince that you should farm for the ice wood, it doesn't require skill, you just have to spend some of your time, and the price per plank is 3.5x
better than that lava wood (106 compare to 30-40) you may also lose some of your stuff when farming the lava wood if not careful enough but compare to ice wood, you only just need a dynamite (or maybe two if the rocks block you when you get out of the taiga biome). The plank is slippery due to it being ice. Buy starter axe, farm Oak wood. This has
inspired many players to explore the possibilities of this wood. Get a large truck. The $550 Axe! I got 550 cash! Get the Hardened Axe. Frost Wood can be cut with all axes, with the exception of the Candy Cane Axe. I got 2,040 cash! Get the Silver Axe. By then, the boulders had despawned, and I went back down through the volcano. Get the hardened
axe. You can devise your own strategy if you wish, but from my experience: from my noobiness of dragging the axe to the tree and expecting it to cut, and to me lava wood farming, this is the fastest way to advance through the game. Depending on how long it takes the player to retrieve some, it may require 1 or 2 dynamite due to the way the rocks
regenerate. Since I was not using trailers, I actually drove up the volcano, cut down some trees, and cut them up and loaded my truck when I was still at the top of the volcano. Try getting at least two. It is possible to cross it with a truck, but accomplishing this is incredibly difficult. The amount that the plank slides is determined by the coefficient of
friction inherent to the material it is sliding on. Save up to 2,040 cash. I got 100 cash! When you get 100 cash, buy a piece of land immediately at the land store. It gives you a free 400 cash headstart. Oh yes, one of the best axes in-game. Take it.
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